THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Humanitarian food drops, Students A. Roland Holst
College. 2018, Hilversum - Collection Studio Polat
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“How do we ensure that young
people become the new bearers
of our local war history?”
The stories that survived 75 years of peace
are stories of parents, grandparents,
neighbours and surviving relatives. Stories
passed on to commemorate and understand
what life during wartime entails. From 2015
to 2020, Museum Hilversum collaborated
with historian Geraldien von Frijtag Drabbe
Künzel (Utrecht University). She wrote a
book about the history of Hilversum during
the Second World War. Stef van Breugel,
director of the museum, soon realised that
this research also needed a visual addition.
A way to involve young people with the story
of the second World War. He contacted
Studio Polat. For the next five years they
worked together, with the support of the
municipality of Hilversum, Vfonds and the
Mondriaan Fund. This collaboration resulted
in a contemporary depiction of Hilversum in
wartime.
Stef van Breugel: “In 2020, the Netherlands
celebrated 75 years of freedom, but how do we
ensure that young people become the new bearers
of our local war history? How can we develop
something that appeals to them? We keep asking
them to understand history based on our terms
and insights. Studio Polat developed a method
based on the learning process of young people.”
The team of Studio Polat started with
thorough research within the visual archives.
During that investigation, they came across
images of resistance actions in Hilversum.
Further analysis of these photos made it clear
that they were looking at re-enactments.
Situations that were reenacted after the war
to record what happened during the war.
The photos were part of an exhibition in June
1945 that illustrated the resistance work in
Hilversum. This notion inspired Studio Polat
to develop an educational method based on
experience and empathy through image.
Ahmet Polat: “Photography is not an objective
medium. There is always some form of interpretation within the translation, technique, light and
position of the maker. When a photo is taken,
it also means that a lot is happening outside the
frame, which is not immediately visible. But I
often see that photography is being used as an

objective medium. I noticed the lack of knowledge
about viewing and using historical images. That
discovery eventually led to the teaching material
that uses re-enactments as a methodology.”
A pilot was developed in which students
from the A. Roland Holst College created
a re-enactment together. They were given
short anecdotes to work with, based on
interviews with people from Hilversum who
had experienced the war. During the pilot,
the students took on different roles, they where photographers, models and directors of the
re-enactments. Throughout Hilversum they
depict stories from the Second World War,
dressed in historical clothing and using
different props. The results were shown at
Kerkbrink during an outdoor exhibition in
2018. The reactions of the students about
reliving the stories of the Second World War
in a re-enactment were overwhelming.
Ahmet Polat: “We have succeeded in involving
young people in local history, their history.
They have gained insights and a new image has
emerged. Their experience was giving us a new
perspective. Some students indicated that at first
they thought they could not participate in the
re-enactments, because only men would have
been in the resistance. The pilot also made the
stories of the war relevant to them. Because there
are many stories in Hilversum about women
who have committed resistance. ”

war history in order to open up the conversation
about commemoration and remembering.
Students are now given the opportunity to
engage themselves to history. This method may
also influence how we view history education.”
This newspaper presents the re-enactments
of the students of the A. Roland Holst College
and the International Primary School IPS.
They where set to work with historical stories
about Hilversum during the war, which are
based on the book “Een Stad op Drift” by
Geraldien von Frijtag Drabbe Künzel. In this
newspaper, four of these stories are visually
illustrated thanks to the available photo
material. By letting young people consciously
work with historical images and giving them
tools to analyze historical photos, they are
given the opportunity to critically examine the
intention of photos from the Second World
War.
Ahmet Polat: “This concludes ‘Eyewitnesses’
as a project, but the question on how to commemorate has not yet been fully answered. We need
to dig deeper to define and sharpen the role of
women and girls. In addition, it seems advisable
to analyze the role photography plays in the
collective memory of the Second World War.”

Studio Polat has further developed this pilot
into a national curriculum with the support
of national funds. Together with FutureNL
they created a free teaching materials called
‘Eyewitness’ designed for both primary and
secondary education. Re-enactments are used
as a way to involve young people in the local
community war history. The teaching materials
contain 60 stories that the students can use.
More than 1,200 teachers have adopted this
teaching package nationwide. The first results
were exhibited at all 14 liberation festivals in
2019.
Stef van Breugel: “The main goal of Museum
Hilversum was to involve young people in local
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PHOTOGRAPHY
AND HISTORY
The historical footage shown in this issue was
created by Jacques Stevens. He worked as a
freelance photographer for the Gooi- en
Eemlander and also produced many photos
during the war. He made several photographs
in which people from Hilversum where actively
joining the resistance. Studio Polat took a
closer look at these images and analysed them.
The photos were taken after the liberation
used in an exhibition about it resistance in
Hilversum.
The exhibition took place in June of 1945 and
the photographs of Jacques Stevens gave the
visitors a picture of the resistance. Afterwards,
these images ended up in several archives.
Both archivists and historians have been
using these particular images as a record of
real resistance actions.
This notion became the foundation on which
‘Eyewitness’ is based. How do we deal with
photography as a historical document?

Storage place of the resistance in the Wine Factory at the Noorderweg.
1945, Laren - Photographer Jacques Stevens. Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek Hilversum.

Illegal press for printing resistance newspaper.
1945 - Photographer Jacques Stevens. Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek Hilversum.

Members of the Political Investigation Department during the arrest of a suspect. Probably during an organized press moment.
1945, Laren - Photographer Jacques Stevens. Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek Hilversum.

Dutch
Signal Factory

shop in the Fokker-factories in
Amsterdam-North on the 25th of February,
a colleague stormed in with the news of the
strikes in the city. Meerbeek immediately
ended his work and set out to Hilversum.

In 1921, a large new factory for radioequipment sprouted on the Jan van der
Heijdenstraat. Thanks to the popularity of
the radio, this Dutch Signal Factory (NSF)
became Hilversum’s largest employer at the
time.

Once there, he ran straight to the NSF-site,
where he told the workers about the strikes
in Amsterdam and called on them to stop
working as well.

THE FEBRUARY STRIKE AT THE NSF
At the beginning of the war, there were various
protest against the emerging restrictions and
bans for Jewish residents in the municipality
of Hilversum. The February Strike in 1941
was such a moment:
The spark of the February Strike was
brought to Hilversum byGerrit Meerbeek,
a 38-year-old furniture maker who traveled
by train to Amsterdam frequently. When he
was getting ready for work in the wood work-

THE RADIO COMMAND
IN CAMP AMERSFOORT
From August 1943 to September 1944,
a special NSF Radio Command existed
within the walls of Camp Amersfoort. After a
request from the German Camp Commander,
who wanted the prisoners to contribute to
the war production of radios and transmitting
equipment, a special workshop was set up
in Barrack V. In total, some 1100 prisoners
worked in the NSF Radio Command.

THE INTERNMENT OF
COLLABORATORS
Immediately after the liberation, local armed
resistance groups, resistance fighters and
police officers started -completely against
the guidelines- to arrest fellow citizens that
collaborated with the German oppressor.
Striking was the amount of violence they
practiced: years of suppressed anger came out
ugly a these moments. Although the residents
of Hilversum were urged in a manifesto not
to take law into their own hands, notorious
collaborators and NSB members were arrested
in the municipality at random and on their own
initiative.
The Military Authority had designated the
empty factory as a meeting place for arrested
collaborators, NSB members and other
suspects. Agreements about this inclusion
were made with the management of the NSF.
Former mayor Von Bönninghausen, among
others, was held on site, as was his successor
Fijn.

Boven: Arrest of collaborators or NSB members.
Probably during an organized press moment.
1945, Laren - Photographer Jacques Stevens.
Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek
Hilversum.

Rechts: Arrest of collaborators by the National
Forces and military police. Probably
during an organized press moment.
1945, Laren - Photographer Jacques Stevens.
Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek
Hilversum.

The Nazification
of Hilversum
Paid for by the members of the union,
a monument in the Amsterdam School style
was founded at the head of the Oude Haven
in 1932. ‘Ons Gebouw’, as the building
was called, was the home of the SDAP and
the NVV. However, after the capitulation in
1940 ‘Ons Gebouw’ got another function like so many other prominent schools,
homes and public buildings in Hilversum.
THE GERMAN CANTONMENT
In the first months after the invasion, the
number of Germans who settled in Hilversum
was still modest, but in the course of the war
the city would be inundated with office workers from the Ortskommandantur, German
radio and propaganda services, army units,
divisions of the SS, the German Air Force
and agents of the German Security Police
Gestapo. The latter moved into ‘Ons Gebouw’
in the course of 1941. The large tower on the

‘Odeon’ -as the building was called by the
Germans from that moment on- functioned
as a lookout over the Oude Haven. Through
the loopholes in the tower, they could reach
the entire Havenstraat.

on the Langgewenst, the entrances to the
Lapersveld, Anna’s Hoeve, Spanderswoud
and Corversbos, the swimming pools and
tennis parks, hockey clubs, netball fields
and football clubs.

EARLY JEWISH OPPRESSION

A DOUBTFUL FIRST

After the appointment of Ernst von Bönninghausen as government commissioner (then
the usual term for mayor) in early 1941, the
process of anti-Jewish politics, deprivation
and exclusion accelerated in Hilversum.
Shortly after the February Strike, he imposed
new claims prohibiting Jews in Hilversum from
accessing cafes, restaurants, hotels and public
swimming pools. In April Jews were obliged to
hand in their radios and in June their bicycles.
By Christmas 1941 -long before the signs
‘Forbidden for Jews’ were made compulsory
nationally-Hilversum already had around 316
signs: 94 at cafes, 42 at guesthouses and many
others at the Hema in the city center, the
vegetable auction on the Berensteinseweg,
the weekly market and the flower auction

“Families left their homes, closed the front door,
and handed over the house keys to the police.
They walked towards Hilversum station. The train
from Amsterdam arrived just in time. 73 people
had boarded.”
It was January 29th 1942. Almost half a
year before the mass deportations in the
Netherlands were to start, a group of Jews
from Hilversum had already had left their
hometown. Hilversum was a doubtful
frontrunner in this: nowhere else any forced
relocations of Jews had taken place at that
time. The last group transport from Hilversum
took place on April 22nd 1943. On that day
the police took 24 people to the new
concentration camp Vught. From that day,
Hilversum was ‘Free of Jews’.

Links: Secret storage place above ceiling in the
church.
1945, Hilversum - Photographer Jacques Stevens.
Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek
Hilversum.

Onder: Secret storage food stamps.
1945 - Photographer Jacques Stevens.
Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek
Hilversum.

Marriage of Hilversum mayor E.J.B.M. von Bönninghausen with Jkvr. A.A.E. Baroness Thoe Schwartzenberg and Hohenlandsberg.
23 oktober 1941, Hilversum - Photographer H.M.E.F. Sagers. Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek Hilversum.

Wartime
Governance
Hilversum can be seen as a forerunner,
a pilot in the Nazification offensive that
the German occupier had in mind for the
Netherlands. Being a media city, logistic
hub, municipality in the lee of the dangerous
coastline and yet near the capital. Presumably
for these reasons Hilversum was chosen as
military headquarters in 1942. The fact that
‘Entjudung’ was already far developed and
that many empty houses were available for
the German staff probably also played a role
in their choice for Hilversum.

of Hilversum had thus been taken and turned
out to be a prelude to the far-reaching
measures and the future persecution of the
Jews in the city.

possible. His installation took place in Gooiland
in the presence of many leaders of the NSB
and SS.

By order of the Security Police, David Lopes
Dias was arrested three months after his
‘departure’ and transferred to Amsterdam,
where he spent more than a year in a cell in the
detention center at Weteringschans. In March
1942 he was transferred to the Amersfoort
transit camp and deported to concentration
camp Mauthausen in June. Within a month he
succumbed to the inhumane regime that was
being maintained there.

THE MARRIAGE OF THE BLACK WIDOW

THE FIRST NSB MAYOR

A few months later he proposed to her.
It became the first SS marriage in the
Netherlands. On December 21st 1940, the
day of the Winter Solstice, Florrie Heubel
married NSB foreman Rost van Tonningen
in the Hilversum town hall in the presence of
many NSB members. After World War 2 and
the death of her husband, Florrie continued
to propagate National Socialism, earning her
the nickname ‘The Black Widow’.

in 1919, David Lopes Dias - who was born in
Amsterdam - joined the SDAP in the city
council of Hilversum. Lopes Dias clearly had an
eye for the needs of working class Hilversum
and acted as a real socialist and a passionate
director in the council meetings. He would
remain a municipal councilor until October 1st
1940.

During the first period of the war, the
Hilversum board remained in office.
There were, however, early signs of major
administrative changes. Remarkable was the
unusual appointment of a new mayor in the
autumn of 1940. Ernst von Bönninghausen
adhered to the Greater Germanic ideology and
racial doctrine. This made Hilversum the first
large municipality in the occupied Netherlands
with a National Socialist at the head of the
administration.

After Lopes Dias’ departure from the council,
Jewish officials were fired at other Hilversum
municipal institutions too. As were Jewish
teachers, library administrators and committee
members. The first step in the ‘Aryanization’

On February 26th 1943, Von Böninghausen
resigned as mayor. As successor in Hilversum,
Seyss-Inquart appointed the NSB member
G.J.H. Fijn. As quiet as Von Bönninghausen had left, Fijn was received as festively as

DAVID LOPES DIAS

Florrie Heubel grew up in Hilversum.
Together with her brother Wim, she became
one of the driving forces within the National
Youth Storm, the youth organization of the
NSB, within the Gooi region.
In August 1940, Florrie met Meinoud Rost
van Tonningen, who was twenty years older,
at a NSB lecture.

Hilversum Helps
Because of the radio industry, the Dutch
resistance stretched to Hilversum early on,
and espionage was soon added to this with the
arrival of German soldiers in the municipality.
Forms of small resistance, such as blowing
up the track and helping people in hiding or
victims of raids, also occurred frequently.
The Bloemenbuurt in Hilversum for example,
was a stronghold of hiding places during the
Second World War.
GOING INTO HIDING
Going into hiding took off enormously in
1942, when the measures of the German
occupier became stricter and increasingly
affected the freedom of individuals. Thousands
disappeared from the German radar and went
into hiding. Others helped them by providing
shelter or care. Due to scarcity and rationing,
the latter was often only possible by violating
the distribution law. Fraud with receipts and
identity documents increased as a result.

As did the need for coordination of all these
activities. In the course of 1943, The National
Organisation for Aid to People in Hiding
(LO) was set up. In Hilversum, they also
found many host families and contributors.

of the Rotterdam raid. Early on Sunday
November 12th, overcrowded trains with
thousands of arrested men from Rotterdam
entered the municipality. This was striking,
because at that time during the war there
were no regular trains running anymore.

THE RAID OF HILVERSUM

That same day, with the help of dozens of
volunteers from Hilversum, the Red Cross
started looking after the men on the train.
At the same time, an action was set up that
allegedly allowed six hundred Rotterdam
residents to escape from the trains. With
the help of the people from Hilversum,
they escaped compulsory employment for
the Germans.

On October 17th 1944, at the request of
the German authorities, Mayor Fijn sent a
call to 1520 Hilversummers to report for
compulsory work in Germany. Less than a
tenth of them complied. It was therefore no
surprise that six days after this unanswered
call, a manhunt followed for all Hilversum
men between the ages of seventeen and
fifty. Through posters around town, it was
announced that they had to report to the
Sports Park on October 23rd at nine o’clock
in the morning.
RESISTANCE AT THE TRAIN TRACKS
Three weeks after the raid in Hilversum,
large-scale assistance was provided to victims

Men listen to an illegal radio underneath the floor.
1945. Photographer unknown -Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek Hilversum.

“In the evening, when the train left with only
a handful of people in it, we sang the Wilhelmus.
The people in the wagons sang the National
Anthem back. They had stayed put. Didn’t dare.
Didn’t want to take the risk that they might
be shot. ”
Interview with Harry Bult, may 2018, Hilversum.

Liberation, people waiting in de Langestraat and in
front of Gooiland, image shot from the tower of
the St. Vitus.
1945, Hilversum -Photographer Jacques Stevens.
Collection Streekarchief Gooi en Vechtstreek
Hilversum.

Young in Wartime
The Second World War did not only take
place on the front line and on the battlefield.
People also had to deal with it in their daily
life: Jewish classmates disappeared from
school, there was less and less to eat and
many men, fathers and brothers disappeared
to Germany or went into hiding.
TWO JEWISH SCHOOLS IN HILVERSUM
Mid-August 1941 the school boards in
Hilversum received the message that Jewish
children would soon have to attend separate
schools. They had to pass the names of their
Jewish students on to the German
administration, so they would know exactly
how many students were involved.
Even before this had happened, the following
announcement was made: as of September 1st,
Jews were banned from regular primary and
secondary schools. Only Jewish teachers were
allowed in the individual schools where the
Jewish children ended up. In addition, these
schools were not allowed to be located in an
existing school building.

On January 12th 1942, two Jewish schools
opened their doors in Hilversum: the Jewish
primary school in a renovated villa at
Utrechtseweg 64 and the Jewish Lyceum in
a building at Bergweg number 10.
FOOD- AND FUEL SHORTAGES
Food distribution in the Netherlands was
regulated nationally by the National Food
Service Bureau. The Gooi area - and therefore
Hilversum - was seen as a rural region where
food was produced and few people lived.
Cities came first in the distribution of food,
so Hilversum was at the back of the queue
for help.
From 1943 on there were many food
shortages: long lines of sometimes hundreds
of people formed in front of butchers, bakers,
cheese farmers and fish stables. A lot of
food could not reach Hilversum, because all
the gasoline for the food trucks went to the
Germans.
Fuel was needed not only for transportation,
but also to prepare the little food that was still
available. There was plenty of wood that could
serve as fuel available in Hilversum, since the

municipality was surrounded by forests.
But the board wanted to prevent deforestation.
You therefore needed a permit to cut down
trees and to gather wood. Yet many people
in Hilversum, including children, still did this
secretly without a permit.
NO MEN LEFT ON THE STREETS
From the second half of 1944 men became
rarer on the streets. Also in Hilversum, after
the big raid in October of that year, almost
all men and older boys had left as part of the
Arbeitseinsatz, or they led a hidden existence
to escape this compulsory employment.
Many families were left without a breadwinner
or income. In addition, there was a great
shortage of fuel and food in the last phase
of the war. Dozens, possibly even hundreds
of children from Hilversum were therefore
deported to the countryside in the eastern
or northern provinces of the Netherlands.
The converted garbage trucks from the food
transports were often used for this transport.

“Children are visual thinkers.
It’s important that we educate them
on Media and what it means to be
critical thinkers. ”

Students from A. Roland Holst College
and IPS, the International Primary School,
started working with the Eyewitness teaching
materials in the spring of 2021. A teaching
package with the aim of involving a new
generation in local history and the Second
World War. Based on the stories on the
previous pages, taken from the book “City
on Drift” by Geraldien von Frijtag Drabbe
Künzel, students were able to prepare for the
photoshoot. A selection of the photos taken by
students can be found in this newspaper.
The result is as impressive as it is fragile.
The emphasis of these photoshoots where
on photography, but also on empathy.
Photography served as a means of gaining
insight.
After several lessons on image manipulation,
the students of A. Roland Holst College took
photographs on the moorland, near Gooiland
and around the school. In preparation, they
developed a ‘moodboard’ and sketched out
the photos to be taken. They arranged clothes
in which they resembled their peers at the
time. Wardrobes were checked, grandpas
and grandmas were called. “I had to take
everything out of my mother’s closet,” a
student mentions, “but luckily I managed to
bring a bag full of old clothes.” According
to one teacher, it was nice to see that the
students took it so seriously and discussed
with their parents what they could take with
them for the photoshoot. One of the teachers
explained how image manipulation works.
She made the connection with media literacy.
“How do you recognize a staged photo?

One student elaborates, “It is important that
we learned that a historical photo can also be
reenacted.” In addition to image manipulation,
the question was also raised how to take a
true-to-life photo. After all, every photo is
a crop, part of the whole.
Students have had to learn that imagining
history can be fragile. There were two students
who had made a Star of David. “That seemed
appropriate at first, but while taking pictures
they learned how fragile it is to use such a
loaded symbol. They could not and were not
allowed to deal with that in a casual manner. It
brought awareness.”
The students of IPS Hilversum are mostly
children of expats, who sometimes struggle
to find connection with the local Hilversum
community. The war history of Hilversum was
therefore unreachable to many. “Because of
the project, students and teachers actively
participated with this important part of
Hilversum history ”, said one teacher.
“Our students became part of Hilversum’s
identity, as it were, and were able to identify
with the Jewish victims and the local
resistance. Because many parents work for
international companies, we also talked about
the role of war on an international scale.”
It’s clear that the Second World War made
an impression on the young students. “I think
differently about what happened then now
that we took the pictures,” says one student.
By visualising situations, they could imagine
what it felt like to have been young during the
war. “Children back then must have been
very scared,” said one of them.

During the photoshoots, the students
developed an understanding of how people had
to live during the war. This was very noticeable
when the students went in search of coal and
wood themselves. The fact that they could be
caught by the police made an impression.
The students started to look at the war from
a different perspective and realized how
difficult it must have been then. They were
challenged in various ways and that is how
the local Hilversum history had an impact.
Students continued with the material after
class and discussed the stories and photoshoot
at home. The conversation about the war
did not end with the photoshoots. The experience that the students gained was discussed at
home. Some students even took their personal
histories to school and shared this in class.

Students of A. Roland Holst College photograph eachother on the moorland of Hilversum.
2018, Hilversum - Collection Studio Polat

Students of IPS Hilversum photograph each other around the school building.
2021, Hilversum - Collection IPS Hilversum

2021, Hilversum - Collection A. Roland Holst College

“I had to imagine what it felt
like to live in a time of crisis.
They just wanted to live in
peace. Sometimes they even
had to break rules to survive.
Wood was of vital importance
at the time, but also scarce.”
Student IPS Hilversum
2021, Hilversum - Collection A. Roland Holst College

2021, Hilversum - Collection IPS Hilversum

2021, Hilversum - Collection A. Roland Holst College

“I had to really empathize with
the situation, feel connected
to the people. Now I think
differently about the war,
because after the re-eanctment you can empathize
better.”
Student A. Roland Holst College

2021, Hilversum - Collection IPS Hilversum

2021, Hilversum - Collection IPS Hilversum
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